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This is the fourth edition of the WiS&E series of conferences, all organized and
held in Mexico.
The conference Waves in Science and Engineering 2016 is intended to bring
together experts from different fields in the general area of classical wave theory,
analysis, differential equations and applications, including acoustic, electromagnetic, and elastic wave propagation. The mathematical and numerical modeling
procedures in these fields contribute to a considerable number of applied physical
and engineering problems, over a large range of length scales.
Among these are problems in sonar, radar, medical imaging, detection, materials,
and wave interactions with surfaces and obstacles.
The conference covers many of the current mathematical and numerical techniques that are applied across disciplines. Mathematicians, physicists, and engineers of varying backgrounds and occupations present recent developments in
wave phenomena in science and enginering.
WiS&E holds a special significance for the local organizing committee, because
it coincides with the X anniversary of the establishment of the branch of the Mathematics Department of the Cinvestav in the city of Querétaro. During this decade,
we have enjoyed an enriching mix of learning to work together and independently
with respect to the main branch of the Department, formed in Mexico City in 1961.
We express our special thanks to the administration of the Cinvestav, both in Mexico City and in Queretaro, for making this possible.
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Conference Program
Monday, August 22, 2016
Monday (Auditorium)
8:30–9:50
REGISTRATION
10:00–11:00

OPENING CEREMONY

Chair: Vladislav Kravchenko
11:00–11:50
Plenary lecture

I OANNIS S TRATIS
Electromagnetics of complex media: an excursion to mathematical results
BREAK

12:15–12:55
Invited talk

O SCAR R OSAS -O RTIZ
Supersymmetric approach to the Korteweg-de Vries equation

Monday (Dining Area)
LUNCH

13:00

Monday (Auditorium)
Chair: G. Teschl
14:30–15:10
Invited talk

15:15–15:55
Invited talk

P ETR Z HEVANDROV
Trapped modes and scattering in two-layer fluids under perturbations
R AFAEL DEL R ÍO
Reconstruction of mass spring systems: Inverse problems for Jacobi
operators
BREAK

Chair: S. Torba
16:20–17:00
Invited talk
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R A ÚL C ASTILLO P ÉREZ
Analysis of propagation in optical fibers from modulated sources using
the SPPS method

Waves in Science

17:05–17:45
Invited talk

S ARA C RUZ Y C RUZ
Paraxial wave optics and generalized coherent states

Monday (Outdoors)
17:50–18:00
CONFERENCE PHOTO

Monday (Northern Building, 2nd Floor)
18:00–19:30
CONFERENCE RECEPTION
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Tuesday, August 23, 2016
Tuesday (Auditorium)
Chair: J. Leblond
9:30–10:10
Invited talk

10:15–11:05
Plenary lecture

TATYANA B ELYAEVA
Ablowitz-Kaup-Newell-Segur hierarchy for nonautonomous solitons
in external potentials
G ERALD T ESCHL
Rarefaction waves of the Korteweg-de Vries equation via nonlinear
steepest descent
BREAK

Chair: O. Rosas-Ortiz
11:30–12:10
Invited talk

12:15–12.55
Invited talk

A LEXANDER K UDRIN
Electromagnetic resonance scattering by gyrotropic cylindrical structures
A NDR ÉS F RAGUELA C OLLAR
Qualitative analysis of a mathematical model of the heart rate

Tuesday (Dining Area)
LUNCH

13:00

Tuesday (Auditorium)
Chair: V. Serkin
14:30–15:10
Invited talk

15:15–15:55
Invited talk

A NATOLI M ERZON
On the dynamic of nonlinear interaction of the string with an oscillator
(the nonlinear Lamb system) and asymptotic completeness of scattering
in the system
H ARET C. R OSU
Third-order linear ODEs as ingredients in the solution method of some
nonlinear evolution equations
BREAK
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Tuesday Parallel session 1 (Auditorium)
Chair: V. Barrera
16:20–16:40
Contributed talk

16:45–17:05
Contributed talk

17:10–17:30
Contributed talk

F RANCISCO E DUARDO U RBANO A LTAMIRANO
Calculation of the transition matrix for quantum waveguides with
symmetric and perturbed potentials applying the SPPS method
R OGELIO R OCHA H ERN ÁNDEZ
Modeling of wave propagation on graphs via laplacian matrices
J ESSICA Y UNIVER S ANTANA B EJARANO
Transmutation operators for the perturbed Bessel equation and analytic approximation of its solutions
BREAK

Tuesday Parallel session 1 (Hall 2)
Chair: J. Morais
16:20–16:40
Contributed talk

16:45–17:05
Contributed talk

17:10–17:30
Contributed talk

E RWIN S UAZO
Fundamental laser modes in paraxial optics through Riccati-Ermakov
systems
B RICEYDA B ERENICE D ELGADO L ÓPEZ
Hilbert transform associated to the main Vekua equation
R AYBEL A. G ARCIA A.
On orthogonal systems of harmonic polynomials on spheroidal domains
BREAK

Chair: H. Oviedo
17:40–18:20
Invited talk
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J OAO P EDRO M ORAIS
Constructing prolate spheroidal quaternion wave signals on the sphere
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Wednesay, August 24, 2016
Wednesay (Auditorium)
Chair: H. Rosu
9:30–10:10
Invited talk

10:15–11:05
Plenary lecture

G ENNADIY B URLAK
The optical Anderson localization and perspectives of 3D random lasing
S ERGEI AVDONIN
Control and inverse problems for the wave equation on graphs
BREAK

Chair: R. del Rı́o
11:30–12:10
Invited talk

12:15–12.55
Invited talk

V LADIMIR R ABINOVICH
On spectral properties and invertibility of some operators of Mathematical Physics
Y URI K ARLOVICH
C ∗ -algebras of poly-Bergman type operators

Wednesay (Dining Area)
13:00
14:30
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LUNCH
EXCURSION TO DOWNTOWN QUERETARO
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Thursday, August 25, 2016
Thursday (Auditorium)
Chair: S. Avdonin
9:30–10:10
Invited talk

10:15–11:05
Plenary lecture

E LINA S HISHKINA
Riesz B–potentials with hyperbolic distance
J ULIETTE L EBLOND
Inverse potential problems in electromagnetism, with applications to
medical and physical imaging issues
BREAK

Chair: A. Kudrin
11:30–12:10
Invited talk

12:15–12.55
Invited talk

V LADISLAV K RAVCHENKO
Transmutations and Neumann series of Bessel functions for solving
linear ODEs
R. M ICHAEL P ORTER
Spectral parameter power series for Sturm- Liouville problems with
several parameters

Thursday (Dining Area)
13:00

LUNCH

Thursday Parallel session 1 (Auditorium)
Chair: A. Fraguela
14:30–14:50
Contributed talk

14:55–15:15
Contributed talk

15:20–15:40
Contributed talk

E GOR M AXIMENKO
Eigenvalues of radial Toeplitz operators, log-oscillation and sqrtoscillation
E DUARDO H ERN ÁNDEZ M ONTERO
An optimal regularization estimation for the Cauchy problem for the
Laplace equation in a cylindrical domain
R EN É P OSADAS
Calderon’s inverse problem for circular inclusions
BREAK
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Thursday Parallel session 1 (Hall 2)
Chair: R. Castillo
14:30–14:50
Contributed talk

14:55–15:15
Contributed talk

15:20–15:40
Contributed talk

U LISES V ELASCO -G ARC ÍA
Non-Linear Fourier transform using transmutation operators and
SPPS representations
N ELSON G UTI ÉRREZ J IM ÉNEZ
Analytic approximation of a transmutation operator related to onedimensional Dirac operators
V ÍCTOR A LFONSO V ICENTE B EN ÍTEZ
Spectral parameter power series representation for the regular solutions of perturbed Bessel equation

Thursday (Outdoors)
Departure to San Miguel de Allende, visit of downtown area
16:00

Thursday (San Miguel de Allende)
18:00–21:00
CONFERENCE DINNER
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Friday, August 26, 2016
Friday (Auditorium)
Chair: I. Stratis
9:30–10:10
Invited talk

10:15–11:05
Plenary lecture

S ERGII T ORBA
Neumann series of Bessel functions representation for regular solution
of the perturbed Bessel equation
V YACHESLAV P IVOVARCHIK
Inverse problems related with damped and undamped vibrations of
finite-dimensional systems
BREAK

Chair: G. Burlak
11:30–12:10
Invited talk

12:15–12.55
Invited talk

V ICTOR B ARRERA F IGUEROA
Dispersion relation for periodic, equilateral quantum graphs: the SPPS
approach
H ÉCTOR O VIEDO
Analysis of Doppler effect and Cherenkov radiation in dispersive chiral metamaterial media

Friday (Dining Area)
13:00

LUNCH

Friday (Auditorium)
Chair: T. Belyaeva
14:30–15:10
V LADIMIR N. S ERKIN
Invited talk
Nonlinear Ehrenfest theorem
A LFONSO J AIMES -N ÁJERA
15:15–15:55
Dynamics of a non PT -symmetric square well: applications to comInvited talk
plex media waveguides
BREAK
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Friday (Auditorium)
Chair: R. M. Porter
16:10–16:50
Invited talk

K LARA L AGRANCE
Fractional parentage coefficients within the method of hyperspherical
functions and thereof applications in many-body problems

Friday (Auditorium)
16:50
CLOSING PROGRAM
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Abstracts of Talks

Control and inverse problems for the wave equation on graphs
S ERGEI AVDONIN
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of Alaska Fairbanks
s.avdonin@alaska.edu

Quantum graphs are metric graphs with differential equations defined on the edges. Recent
interest in control and inverse problems for quantum graphs is motivated by applications to
important problems of classical and quantum physics, chemistry, biology, and engineering.
In this talk we describe exact controllability and identifiability results for the wave equation
on compact graphs. We consider inverse problems for graph-like networks of inhomogeneous strings with masses attached at the interior vertices. For graphs without cycles, we
demonstrate that the unknown densities of the strings, lengths of the edges, attached masses,
and the topology of the graph can be recovered using observations associated with all but
one boundary vertices. For graphs with cycles additional observations at the internal vertices are required for constructing stable identification algorithms. The proofs are based on
the boundary control method and leaf peeling method developed in our previous papers
[1, 2]. The exact controllability results related to described identification problems are also
proved.
[1] S. Avdonin and P. Kurasov, “Inverse problems for quantum trees”, Inverse Problems and
Imaging, 2 (2008), no. 1, 1–21.
[2] S. Avdonin, G. Leugering and V. Mikhaylov, “On an inverse problem for tree-like networks of elastic strings”, Zeit. Angew. Math. Mech., 90 (2010), no. 2, 136–150.
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Dispersion relation for periodic, equilateral
quantum graphs: the SPPS approach
V ÍCTOR B ARRERA -F IGUEROA
Instituto Politécnico Nacional, Sección de Estudios de Posgrado e Investigación, UPIITAIPN
vbarreraf@ipn.mx

Let Γ be a periodic, equilateral quantum graph embedded into Rn . Attached to Γ we consider a differential operator H, called the Hamiltonian. It acts along each edge e in the graph
as
d2 u (x)
+ q (x) u (x)
Hu := −
dx2
where q is a bounded function defined on Γ, satisfying certain symmetry properties, and x
stands for the coordinate xe along the edge e. The domain D (H) of the operator H consists
of functions u that belong to the Sobolev space H 2 (e) on each edge e in Γ, and satisfy the
condition
X
2
kukH 2 (e) < ∞.
e∈E(Γ)

They also satisty the Neumann vertex conditions [2, 3]
uei (v) = uej (v) ,
X

ei , ej ∈ Ev (Γ) ;
u0e (v) = 0

e∈Ev (Γ)

at each vertex v in Γ.
In this talk we consider the spectral problem
Hu = λu,

u ∈ D (H)

in the graph Γ, and derive its dispersion relation from an auxiliary Sturm-Liouville problem
defined on one edge in a fundamental domain of the graph. The obtained dispersion relation
is expressed in the form of a power series of the spectral parameter λ [1]. This work is joint
with Prof. Dr. Vladimir S. Rabinovich.
[1] Kravchenko, V. V.; Porter, M. R.: Spectral parameter power series for Sturm-Liouville
problems. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 33, 459–468 (2010).
[2] Kuchment, P. Quantum graphs: I. Some basic structures. Waves Random Media 14, S107–
S128 (2004).
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[3] Kuchment, P. Quantum graphs: II. Some spectral properties of quantum and combinatorial graphs. J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 38, 4887–900 (2005).

Ablowitz-Kaup-Newell-Segur hierarchy for
nonautonomous solitons in external potentials
T. L. B ELYAEVA1 AND V. N. S ERKIN2
1
Universidad Autonoma del Estado de Mexico, 50000 Toluca, Estado de Mexico
2
Benemerita Universidad Autonoma de Puebla, 72001 Puebla, Mexico
1

tbl@uaemex.mx,

2

vserkin@yahoo.com

The canonical soliton concept was developed for nonlinear and dispersive systems that are
autonomous (described by autonomous constant-coefficients nonlinear equations); namely,
the time (and/or space) has only played the role of the independent variable and has not
appeared explicitly in the nonlinear evolution equation. Nonautonomous physical systems
subjected to some form of external inputs are of great interest. In general terms, the nonautonomous soliton concept was introduced for nonlinear and dispersive systems governed by
nonautonomous (variable-coefficients) nonlinear models with varying in time and space external potentials, because they are much more common and are not so idealized as canonical
autonomous ones. Soliton solutions for the nonautonomous nonlinear Schrödinger equation
(NLSE) models with varying dispersion, nonlinearity, gain or absorption, and, in more general cases, subjected to varying in time external potentials substantially extend the concept
of classical solitons and generalize it to the plethora of nonautonomous solitons that interact
elastically and generally move with varying amplitudes, speeds and spectra.
How can we determine whether a given nonlinear evolution model is integrable or not? The
nonautonomous soliton concept is based on the generalized nonisospectral Ablowitz, Kaup,
Newell and Segur (AKNS) hierarchy with varying spectral parameter [1,2].
The NLSE models with time-dependent spectral parameter were introduced for the first time
by Chen and Liu for the NLSE [3] and Hirota and Satsuma for the Korteweg–de Vries equation in nonuniform media [4]. Surprisingly, contrary to the well-studied Chen-Liu model
with linear potential [3], there exists a more general and exactly integrable nonautonomous
model governing solitons with nontrivial self-induced phase shifts and varying amplitudes,
speeds, and spectra. Hidden symmetry parameter (initial linear phase chirp) separates this
class of solitons from the Chen-Liu model [3]. This fact explains the remarkable stability of
colored Raman solitons that is guaranteed by the property of the exact integrability of the
Chen-Liu model. It seems very attractive to use the results of the nonautonomous solitons
concept [1,2] in ultrafast photonic applications and soliton lasers design.
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[1] T. L. Belyaeva, V. N. Serkin, A. Hasegawa, J. He and Y. Li, Generalized Lax pair operator
method and nonautonomous solitons, in Operator Theory: Advances and Applications, Volume
220, Editors: J. Ball, R. Curto, S. Grudsky, W. Helton, R. Quiroga-Barranco and N. Vasilevski
(Birkhauser-Verlag, 2011), Pages 57-76.
[2] V. N. Serkin, A. Hasegawa, and T. L Belyaeva, Hidden Symmetry Reductions and the
Ablowitz–Kaup–Newell–Segur Hierarchies for Nonautonomous Solitons, in Odyssey of Light
in Nonlinear Optical Fibers: Theory and Applications, edited by K. Porsezian and R. Ganapathy
(CRC Press, Taylor & Francis Group, Oxon, UK, 2015), Pages 119-158.
[3] H. H. Chen and C. S. Liu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 37, 693 (1976).
[4] R. Hirota and J. Satsuma, J. Phys. Soc. Japan Lett. 41, 2141 (1976).

The optical Anderson localization and perspectives of 3D random lasing
G ENNADIY B URLAK
CIICAp, Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos, Av. Universidad 1001, Cuernavaca, Morelos 62210, México
gburlak@uaem.mx

Recent developments in the field of micro and nanophotonics have shown that it is possible
to make use of the intrinsic disorder in photonic materials to create useful optical structures.
An example is that of a random laser, in which laser action is obtained in disordered structures such as powders and porous glasses [1]. Although these materials are easy to fabricate,
it is only recently that researchers have started to fully understand the rich and complex
physical processes that take place in amplifying disordered systems. The possible applications of this new type of disorder-based laser light source are discussed. Also it is described
the lasing effect in the three-dimensional percolation system, where the percolating cluster
is filled by active media composed by light emitters excited noncoherently [2]. Due to the
presence of a topologically nontrivial photonic structure, the stimulated emission is modified with respect to both conventional and random lasers. The time dynamics and spectra of
the lasing output are studied numerically with finite- difference time-domain approach. The
Fermat principle and Monte Carlo approach are applied to characterize the optimal optical
path and interconnection between the radiating emitters. The spatial structure of the laser
mode is found by a long-time FDTD simulation.
[1] D. S. Wiersma, The physics and applications of random lasers, Nat. Phys. 4, 359 (2008).
[2] G. Burlak, Y. G. Rubo, Mirrorless lasing from light emitters in percolating clusters, Phys.
Rev. A 92, 013812 (2015).
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Analysis of propagation in optical fibers from
modulated sources using the SPPS method
V LADIMIR R ABINOVITCH , R AUL C ASTILLO -P EREZ ,
AND H ECTOR O VIEDO -G ALDEANO
Instituto Politécnico Nacional. Maestria en Telecomunicaciones, ESIME Zacatenco
vladimir.rabinovich@gmail.com, rcastillo@ipn.mx, hoviedo@ipn.mx

We consider the problem of the radiation of modulated pulses described by the wave equation [1]


1 ∂
1 ∂2
∂
∂2
1 ∂2
−
−
H3 (t, r, θ, z) = F (t, r, θ, z),
(1)
(r
)
−
c2 (r) ∂t2
r ∂r ∂r
∂z 2
r2 ∂θ2
where

δ(r − r0 )
δ(θ − θ0 )δ(z),
r
r, r0 ∈ [0, ∞); z, z0 ∈ R, θ0 ∈ [0, 2π). Equation (1) describes the T E-wave produced by the
modulated pulse located at the point (r0, θ0 , z0 ) for the H3 component of the field.
F (t, r, θ, z) = A(t)e−iω0 t

We consider the solution of the Helmholtz equation in cylindrical coordinates in the case of
the radially stratifyed media, that is c2 (r, θ) = c(r) independent of the angular variable θ.
From a regular solution of the corresponding dispersion equation, that can be constructed
with the SPPS method [2], [3] we construct an orthonormal complete in L2 (R+ ) system of
eigenfunctions and generalized eigenfunctions of the associated S-L problem. This system
is used in order to construct the Green function for the operator, which allows us in turn
to find the propagated modes, the lateral waves, and their respective group velocities and
retarded times. This work is a natural continuation of [4].
[1] Chew Weng Cho, “Waves and Fields in Inhomogenous Media”, Vol. 16, IEEE Press Series
on Electromagnetic Wave Theory, Wiley, 1995, 608 pp.
[2] Kravchenko VV, Porter RM, “Spectral parameter power series for Sturm–Liouville problems”. Math. Meth. App. Sci. 2010; 33: 459–468.
[3] Kravchenko VV, “A representation for solutions of the Sturm–Liouville equation”. Comp.
Var. Elliptic Equ. 2008; 53: 775–789.
[4] Castillo-Pérez R, Kravchenko VV and Torba SM, “Analysis of graded-index optical fibers
by the spectral parameter power series method”. J. Opt. 17 (2015) 025607 (9pp).
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Paraxial wave optics and generalized coherent states
S ARA C RUZ Y C RUZ
UPIITA, Instituto Politécnico Nacional
sgcruzc@ipn.mx

The factorization method is applied in the description of paraxial transverse modes of the
electromagnetic field in homogeneous and parabolic media. Ladder and shift operators are
constructed in order to generate higher order modes from the fundamental one. It is shown
that these operators can be used to construct representations of su(1, 1) and su(2) algebras.
The corresponding families of generalized coherent states are also constructed.

Reconstruction of mass spring systems:
Inverse problems for Jacobi operators
R AFAEL DEL R IO
Dept. Fı́sica-Matemt́ica IIMAS-UNAM
delrio@iimas.unam.mx

We consider a linear spring mass system which is perturbed by modifying one mass and
adding one spring. From knowledge of the natural frequencies of the original and the perturbed systems we study when masses and springs can be reconstructed. This is a problem
about rank two or rank three type perturbations of finite and infinite Jacobi matrices where
we are able to describe quite explicitly the associated Green’s functions. We give necessary
and sufficient conditions for two given sets of points to be eigenvalues of the original and
modified system respectively. This is part of joint work with Mikhail Kudryavstev and Luis
Silva.

Hilbert transform associated to the main Vekua equation
B RICEYDA B ERENICE D ELGADO L ÓPEZ
Center for Research and Advanced Studies of the National Polytechnic Institute

1
1

bdelgado@math.cinvestav.mx

We will recall some results from [1], where an explicit representation of the Hilbert transform
H was given on the unit sphere in Rn . The Hilbert transform takes data on the boundary and
completes them to obtain the boundary value of a monogenic (hyper-holomorphic) function.
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This is similar to the question of harmonic conjugates. These results will be reduced to the
case n = 3 with Ω = B 3 and ∂Ω = S 2 .
Then, we will give a definition for the Hilbert transform Hf associated to the main Vekua
equation DW = Df
f W . After that an extension in Ω will be given for the vectorial part of the
solutions of the main Vekua equation, when the boundary value of the scalar part is known.

[1] Tao Qian and Yan Yang. Hilbert Transform on the Sphere with the Clifford Algebra
Setting, 2009.

Qualitative analysis of a mathematical model of the heart rate
A NDR ÉS F RAGUELA C OLLAR1 AND O ZKAR H ERN ÁNDEZ M ONTERO2
Faculty of Physics and Mathematics, Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla, Puebla
1

fraguela@fcfm.buap.mx,

2

ozkar15@hotmail.com

We study the asymptotic behavior of the solution of a boundary value problem for the monodomain model that is commonly used as an approximation of the bidomain model to simulate electrophysiological wave propagation in the human heart, when applied to a ventricle
isolated from the torso, which is activated through the endocardium by a periodic Purkinje
current. The monodomain model is a system of coupled parabolic reaction-diffusion equation for the membrane potential and ODEs representing the ionic activity of cardiac cells.
We first reformulate the boundary value problem for the monodomain model into a single
abstract nonlinear integro-differential parabolic equation in a suitable Banach space by the
introduction of a monodomain operator, which is defined from the weak solution of the
Neumann problem for the diffusive component of the monodomain model. Then we reduce
the study of the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the Cauchy problem for the abstract equation to the study of the existence of a unique fixed point of the related operator.
The main result in this work, under the assumption that the ionic model is a single ODE but
including polynomial nonlinearities, is as follows
Whatever the anomalous situation by physiological causes, which is not involved
with the conductivity properties of the muscle, this model has a stable periodic solution. More precisely, there is always a range of activation-frequency for
which there exist an asymptotically stable periodic solution, i.e. the heart tends
to recover the rhythmic activity after being disturbed.
[1] J. Sundnes, G. T. Lines, X. Cai, B. F. Nielsen, K. A. Mardal, A. Tveito, Computing the Electri-
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cal Activity in the Heart, Monographs in Computational Science and Engineering. SpringerVerlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006.
[2] Y. Bourgault, Y. Coudière, Ch. Pierre, Existence and uniqueness of the solution for the bidomain model used in cardiac electrophysiology, Nonlinear Analysis: Real World Applications 10,
pp. 458-482, 2009.
[3] O. Bernus, R. Wilders, C. W. Zemlin, and A. V. Verschelde, H. Panfilov. A computationally
efficient electrophysiological model of human ventricular cells. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol,
282:2296-2308, 2002.

On orthogonal systems of harmonic polynomials on spheroidal domains
R AYBEL A. G ARCIA A.
Centro de Investigación y de Estudios Avanzados del Instituto Politécnico Nacional
ragarcia@math.cinvestav.mx

There exist diverse works in which there are constructed orthogonal complete systems of
monogenic polynomials that are solutions of Riesz’s system on spheroids which borders
remain described by the following equations
x20
x2 + x2
+ 1 2 2 = 1
2
cosh α
sinh α
and

x20
x2 + x2
+ 1 2 2 = 1,
2
sinh α
cosh α
where α > 0. It has been observed that in several works on monogenic functions defined on
spheroidal domains, working with prolate and oblate confocal ellipsoids. We can mention
the works of J. Morais, K. Gürlebeck, Nguyen, among others. The starting point of this work
is the construction of systems of harmonic polynomials on spheroids. In this talk, I will
present a system of monogenic functions defined on spheroids


x2 + x2
Ων := (x0 , x1 , x2 ) ∈ R3 : x21 + 1 2 ν 2 ≤ 1, ,
e

where ν ∈ R. To achieve the goal, a complete orthogonal system of harmonic polynomials
defined inside the spheroids Ων will be built. In addition, some properties such as recursive formulas and orthogonality are discussed and there will be present an expression for
these functions in terms of solid spherical harmonic functions. One of the advantages of
the equation describing the border, is that it includes all spheroidal domains, including the
sphere.
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[1] I. C AÇ ÃO , (2004), Constructive Approximation by Monogenic Polynomials, doctoral dissertation,Universidade de Aveiro.
[2] P. G ARABEDIAN , Orthogonal harmonic polynomials, Pacific J. Math. Vol. 3, No. 3, 1953,
585-603.
[3] J. M ORAIS , (2013), An orthogonal system of monogenic polynomials over prolate spheroids in
R3 , Mathematical and Computer Modelling 57, 425-434.
[4] H.M. N GUYEN , K. G ÜRLEBECK , J. M ORAIS , S. B OCK (2014), On orthogonal monogenics in
oblate spheroidal domains and recurrence formulae, Integral Transforms Spec. Funct.

Analytic approximation of a transmutation operator
related to one-dimensional Dirac operators
N ELSON G UTI ÉRREZ
Department of Mathematics, CINVESTAV
ngutierrez@math.cinvestav.mx

Let p and q be continuous complex valued functions defined on the interval [−b, b] . Consider
two differential operators






0 1 d
0 1 d
p(x) q(x)
A1 :=
, A2 :=
+
.
−1 0 dx
−1 0 dx
q(x) −p(x)
It is known that a transmutation operator T , relating the operators A1 and A2 in the sense
that T A1 = A2 T on a suitable space, can be realized in the form of a Volterra integral operator
[1]
Z
x

K(x, t)y(t) dt,

T y(x) = y(x) +
−x

where K(x, t) is a 2 × 2 matrix-valued function and y(x) is a vector-valued function.
We
P show nhow to obtain an analytic approximation of kernel K(x, t) in the form KN =
Kn (x)t , which provides a simple way to construct approximations with uniform error
bounds to the solutions of one-dimensional stationary Dirac system A2 y = −λy, and to solve
related spectral problems.
The talk is based on a joint work with V.V. Kravchenko and S.M. Torba.
[1] Levitan, B.M, Sargsjan, I.S. “Sturm-Liouville and Dirac Operators.” Kluwer Academic Publishers (1991)
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An optimal regularization estimation for the Cauchy problem
for the Laplace equation in a cylindrical domain
E DUARDO H ERN ÁNDEZ M ONTERO1 AND A NDR ÉS F RAGUELA C OLLAR2
1,2
Facultad de Ciencias Fı́sico Matemáticas, Meritorious Autonomous University of Puebla
1
2

eduardo.montero@alumno.buap.mx,
fraguela@fcfm.buap.mx

A. Fraguela and coworkers have recently working on develop a new methodology to solve
inverse problems, broadly consisting on getting full description of theoretical output data in
the equation Ax = y (admissible data), and using a priori information to get proper projections
P over this admissible data set such that A−1 P is continuous, where A is a compact operator
having dense domain in a Hilbert space.
We show how this methodology provide an optimal regularization strategy on the solution of the Cauchy problem with data given on a part of the boundary in the framework of
Laplace equation in a cylindrical domain, same boundary data completion problem as in [1]:
Cauchy data (Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions) is given on the Γ0 basis of the
region while no condition are given on the other basis Γa . The Dirichlet boundary condition
is assumed zero in the side of the cylinder Σ.
In this case an admissible data is a couple (ϕ, ψ) in H 1/2 (Γ0 ) × L2 (Γ0 ) for which the weak
solution of the described Cauchy problem exists. A compact injection norm is defined in the
admissible data set. By a priori information, the exact Cauchy data (ϕ† , ψ † ) associated with
the perturbed one (ϕ̃, ψ̃) belongs to M0 , a bounded set in the admissible data norm. Hence,
the regularized solution is the trace over Γa of the weak solution to the Cauchy problem with
data (ϕ∗ , ψ ∗ ), where (ϕ∗ , ψ ∗ ) is the element in M0 which minimize the distance to (ϕ̃, ψ̃) in
the L2 (Γ0 ) × L2 (Γ0 ) norm.
The obtained regularization strategy is optimal; however, it depends on a priori information
that is hardly ever known in real applications. It is hoped that the audience will provide
conjectures to enrich this material, in order to get another strategy under this methodology
that depends as few as possible on a priori information.
References
[1] Boundary data completion: the method of boundary value problem factorization. IOP
Publising Inverse Problems, (27), 2011.
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Dynamics of a non PT -symmetric square well:
applications to complex media waveguides
A LFONSO J AIMES -N ÁJERA1 , O SCAR R OSAS -O RTIZ1 AND S ARA C RUZ Y C RUZ2
1
2

Physics Department, Cinvestav, AP 14-740, 07000 México DF, Mexico
UPIITA, Instituto Politécnico Nacional, Av. IPN 2580, C.P. 07340, México DF, Mexico

ajaimes@fis.cinvestav.mx

We study the spectrum (in the discrete and resonances regime) of a complex square potential
that is not PT -symmetric. By analyzing the behavior of the zeros of the diagonal elements of
the transfer matrix, as function of the wavenumber k in the complex k-plane, we determine
the square-integrable wave functions associated with real energies as well as the resonant
states.
As an application, we use the above results in the study of electromagnetic waves propagating in waveguides structured with complex refractive index media (preliminary results
have been reported in [1, 2]).
[1] S. Cruz y Cruz and R. Razo, “Wave propagation in the presence of a dielectric slab: The
paraxial approximation”, J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 624 012018 (2015).
[2] S. Cruz y Cruz and O. Rosas-Ortiz, “Leaky Modes of Waveguides as a Classical Optics
Analogy of Quantum Resonances”, Adv. Math. Phys. 281472 (2015).

C ∗ -algebras of poly-Bergman type operators
Y URI K ARLOVICH
Centro de Investigación en Ciencias, Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos
karlovich@uaem.mx

Given α ∈ (0, 2], the C ∗ -algebra AKα generated by the operators of multiplication by piecewise constant functions with discontinuities on a finite union of rays starting from the origin
and by the poly-Bergman and anti-poly-Bergman projections acting on the Lebesgue space
L2 (Kα ) over the open sector

Kα = z = reiθ : r > 0, θ ∈ (0, πα)
is studied. A symbol calculus for the C ∗ -algebra AKα is constructed and an invertibility criterion for the operators A ∈ AKα in terms of their symbols is established. These results are
applied to study the Fredholmness in the C ∗ -algebra BU of Bergman type operators with
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piecewise continuous functions on the Lebesgue space L2 (U ), where U ⊂ C is a simply connected domain with ∞ ∈
/ U and a non-smooth boundary admitting non-zero inner angles.
The talk is partially based on a joint work with Enrique Espinoza-Loyola.

Transmutations and Neumann series of
Bessel functions for solving linear ODEs
V LADISLAV V. K RAVCHENKO
Departamento de Matemáticas, Cinvestav-IPN
vkravchenko@math.cinvestav.edu.mx

In the talk several new results concerning properties and construction of transmutation
(transformation) operators [1, 2] relating solutions of different linear differential operators
are presented. In particular, an exact representation for the integral transmutation kernel
associated with the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation is obtained [3] in the form of a
Fourier-Legendre series with explicit formulas for the coefficients. As a corollary, a representation for solutions of the linear differential equation is derived. For every x the solution
is represented as a Neumann series of Bessel functions depending on the spectral parameter
ω. Due to the fact that the representation is obtained using the corresponding transmutation
operator, a partial sum of the series approximates the solution uniformly with respect to
ω which makes it especially convenient for the approximate solution of spectral problems.
The numerical method based on the proposed approach allows one to compute large sets of
eigendata with a nondeteriorating accuracy [3].
Additionally other applications of the main result are discussed such as construction of complete systems of solutions of partial differential equations including the extension of the
method of fundamental solutions onto the PDEs with variable coefficients.
[1] V. A. Marchenko, Sturm-Liouville Operators and Applications, Birkhäuser, Basel, 1986.
[2] S. M. Sitnik, “Transmutations and applications: a survey,” arXiv:1012. 3741v1,
originally published in the book: Advances in Modern Analysis and Mathematical Modeling,
Editors: Yu. F. Korobeinik, A. G. Kusraev, Vladikavkaz: Vladikavkaz Scientific Center of the
Russian Academy of Sciences and Republic of North Ossetia–Alania, 2008, 226–293.
[3] V. V. Kravchenko, L. J. Navarro, S. M. Torba, Representation of solutions to the onedimensional Schrödinger equation in terms of Neumann series of Bessel functions. Submitted for publication, available at arxiv:1508.02738.
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Electromagnetic resonance scattering
by gyrotropic cylindrical structures
A LEXANDER V. K UDRIN ,1 VASILIY A. E S ’ KIN ,2 AND A LEXANDER V. I VONINSKY3
Department of Radiophysics, University of Nizhny Novgorod, 23 Gagarin Ave., Nizhny
Novgorod 603950, Russia
1

kud@rf.unn.ru,

2

eskin@rf.unn.ru,

3

alexandr.ivoninskiy@gmail.com

We study the scattering of linearly polarized plane electromagnetic waves by gyrotropic
cylinders in the general case of oblique incidence. As a gyrotropic medium inside the cylindrical scatterers, a cold magnetoplasma is considered. The interest in the subject is stipulated
by applications of such structures in wave diagnostics of media, plasma-based antennas and
arrays, etc. We focus on the case of incidence of an H-polarized wave with a zero longitudinal (cylinder-aligned) electric field component, which is of greater importance for applications.
At first, the scattering by a single axially magnetized plasma cylinder located in free space
is studied. The emphasis is placed on the case where the angular frequency of the incident
wave coincides with one of the surface- or volume-plasmon resonance frequencies of the
cylindrical scatterer [1, 2]. The spatial structures of the field and energy flow patterns inside and outside the cylinder are analyzed in detail and the location of regions with greatly
enhanced magnitudes of the field and the time-averaged Poynting vector is determined.
Then we proceed to the analysis of scattering by an array of plasma cylinders. It is assumed
that the cylinders of the array are aligned with an external static magnetic field and located
equidistantly in free space. The role of individual and collective mechanisms of scattering
for a finite number of the cylinders in the array is revealed and the limiting transition to
the case of an infinite array is discussed. Conditions have been found under which the
field components near the array have a pronounced layered or 2D-periodic spatial structure.
Numerical results have been obtained that demonstrate promising prospects of using such
plasma-based arrays for controlling the electromagnetic field patterns.
Acknowledgment. This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project No.
14–12–00510). Some numerical codes for calculation of plasmon resonance frequencies were
developed under support from the Government of the Russian Federation (contract No. 14.
B25.31.0008).
[1] V. A. Es’kin, A. V. Ivoninsky, A. V. Kudrin, and C. Krafft, “Poynting vector behaviour
during the resonance scattering of a plane electromagnetic wave by a gyrotropic cylinder,”
Phys. Scr., 91, 015502 (2016).
[2] V. A. Es’kin, A. V. Ivoninsky, and A. V. Kudrin, “Scattering of an obliquely incident plane
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electromagnetic wave by a magnetized plasma column: Energy flow patterns at plasmon
resonances,” PIER B, 63, 173 (2015).

Fractional parentage coefficients within the method of hyperspherical
functions and thereof applications in many-body problems
K LARA L AGRANCE1 AND A NATOLY V ITOLD S TANKYAVICHYUS2
1
Department of Mathematics and Physics, New York Institute of Technology, New York,
NY 10023, USA
2
Department of Applied Mathematics and Statistics, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook,
NY 11794, USA
1

klagranc@nyit.edu,

2

anatolyvitold.stankyavichyus@stonybrook.edu

New phenomena, obtained recently in nuclear physics, such as neutron-rich nuclei and neutron halo, as well as rapidly growing demand for analytic models in large-scale many-body
problems of bio- and quantum chemistry cannot be satisfactory facilitated by the traditional
approximation methods, such as self-contained mean-field, liquid-drop, and classic shellmodel theories. This condition force us to seek for an approach that provides realistic longrange behavior (radial wave functions at large distance), implements the underlying symmetries of each isotope or molecule with a few parameters directly in the density, and leverages
from the notion of parentage. All these virtues can be found in the Translation-Invariant
Shell Model based on the Hyperspherical Harmonics (TISM-HH). The authors review the
present status of TISM-HH mainly focusing on the usage of the coefficients of fractional
parentage, demonstrate the performance quality of the TISM-HH model for a broad range
of typical applications, and propose a new approach in confronting nuclear and molecular
systems.

Inverse potential problems in electromagnetism,
with applications to medical and physical imaging issues
J ULIETTE L EBLOND
INRIA Sophia Antipolis, France
juliette.leblond@inria.fr

We will discuss some inverse problems for Laplace-Poisson and conductivity partial differential equations (PDE) with source term in divergence form. We consider situations where
incomplete (noisy) Cauchy data are given in some restricted region of the space (accessible
to measurements) from which the unknown source term is to be recovered, at least partly.
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Such issues arise in many physical problems related to non-destructive inspection, in particular for electromagnetic phenomena modelled by Maxwell’s equations, under quasi-static
assumptions. We will focus on brain source estimation from electroencephalography (EEG)
data [2, 3], arising in neurosciences and medical imaging, and give some insight about similar issues in planetary sciences and paleomagnetism, concerning magnetization recovery
from magnetic data [1].
These issues are ill-posed inverse problems, that need first to be analysed from the mathematical point of view, next regularized, then algorithmically and computationaly solved.
We will focus on boundary value problems related to data transmission or completion issues
and on source recovery from boundary data, and explain other related issues like conductivity estimation. We will show how do harmonic analysis tools, function and operator theories, together with approximation techniques allow to set assumptions for well-posedness
(uniqueness, smoothness, stability) and to constructively solve for these issues, and provide
numerical illustrations.
This is from joint works with several colleagues, in particular with my co-authors below.
[1] L. Baratchart, S. Chevillard, J. Leblond, “Silent and equivalent magnetic distributions
on thin plates”, submitted for publication. [2] M. Clerc, J. Leblond, J.-P. Marmorat, T. Papadopoulo, “Source localization in EEG using rational approximation on plane sections”,
Inverse Problems, 28, 055018, 2012.
[3] M. Clerc, J. Leblond, J.-P. Marmorat, C. Papageorgakis, “Uniqueness result for an inverse
conductivity recovery problem with application to EEG”, accepted for publication.

Eigenvalues of radial Toeplitz operators,
log-oscillation and sqrt-oscillation
E GOR M AXIMENKO
Escuela Superior de Fı́sica y Matemáticas, Instituto Politécnico Nacional
emaximenko@ipn.mx

This talk is based on joint works with Kevin Esmeral, Sergei Grudsky, Crispin Herrera Yánez,
and Nikolai Vasilevski.
We consider Toeplitz operators acting on the Bergman space over the unit disk or on the
Fock space over the complex plane, generated by bounded radial symbols a. It is well
known that these operators are diagonal with respect to the monomial basis, therefore their
study reduces to the study of the corresponding eigenvalues’ sequences. In the case of ra-
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dial Toeplitz operators on the Bergman space, Daniel Suárez observed that the space ΛB =
{λa : a ∈ L∞ (0, 1)} of the sequences of eigenvalues is contained in the space
d1 := {a ∈ `∞ : sup (n + 1)|an+1 − an | < ∞}.
n∈N0

Moreover, he developed a powerful method (n-Berezin transform) to approximate some
classes of operators by Toeplitz operators, and proved that the closure of ΛB in `∞ coincides
with the closure of d1 in `∞ . We noted that the latter closure is just the class SO of slowly
oscillating sequences introduced by Robert Schmidt in 1924:
clos(ΛB ) = clos(d1 ) = SO := {a ∈ `∞ :

lim
(n+1)/(m+1)→1

|an − am | = 0}.

In other words, the C*-algebra SO consists of all bounded functions N0 → C that are uniformly continuous with respect to the logarithmic metric d(n, m) = | ln(n + 1) − ln(m + 1)|.
We also found another proof of density of ΛB in SO: slowly oscillating sequences can be extended to slowly oscillating functions, and slowly oscillating functions can be approximated
by λa using convolutions. The situation is the same in weighted Bergman spaces over the
unit ball.
Surprisingly for us, in the case of radial Toeplitz operators on the Segal–Bargmann-Fock
space, the class ΛF of the eigenvalues’ sequences generates another C*-algebra RO which is
wider than SO. Namely, ΛF is a dense subset of the C*-algebra RO consisting of all bounded
sequences
√ that are uniformly continuous with respect to the square-root-metric r(n, m) =
√
| n − m|:
clos(ΛF ) = RO := {a ∈ `∞ : √ lim
|an − am | = 0}.
√
| n− m|→0

Our proof of density combines constructive methods (extension to functions and approximation by convolutions) with a non-constructive duality technique.

On the dynamic of nonlinear interaction of the string
with an oscillator (the nonlinear Lamb system) and
asymptotic completeness of scattering in the system
A. M ERZON
Instituto de Fı́sica y Matemáticas, UMSNH, Morelia, Michoacán, México
anatolimx@gmail.com

The Lamb system describes the small transverse oscillations of infinite string interacting
with a particle of mass m locally in origin. The interaction force in general nonlinear and
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conservative such that the system is Hamiltonian causing the ctring to oscillate. In the talk
we formulate the main facts related to the dynamics of the system such as: existence and
uniqueness of the solution, energy conservation, system stabilization to stationary states,
and asymptotic behavior of the dynamics. We establish the asymptotic completeness in
the system with positive mass for hyperbolic stationary states (for massless particle it was
proved in [1]). For the proof, with an application of the inverse function theorem in a Banach
space we construct a trajectory of the reduced equation (which is a nonautonomous nonlinear ordinary differential equation) converging to a hyperbolic stationary point . We give
a counterexample showing nonexistence of such trajectories for non-hyperbolic stationary
points.
[1] A.I. Komech, A.E. Merzon. On Asymptotic Completeness of Scattering in the Nonlinear
Lamb System, II. Journal of Mathematical Physics 54, 012702 (2013)

Constructing prolate spheroidal
quaternion wave signals on the sphere
J. M ORAIS
Departamento de Matemáticas, Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México
joao.morais@itam.mx

Over the last years considerable attention has been paid to the role of the Prolate Spheroidal
Wave Functions (PSWFs) introduced in the early sixties by D. Slepian and H.O. Pollak to
many practical signal and image processing problems. The PSWFs and their applications
to wave phenomena modeling, fluid dynamics and filter design played a key role in this
development.
In this talk, we introduce the Prolate Spheroidal Quaternion Wave Signals (PSQWSs), which
refine and extend the PSWFs. The PSQWSs are ideally suited to study certain questions regarding the relationship between quaternionic functions and their Fourier transforms. We
show that the PSQWSs are orthogonal and complete over two different intervals: the space
of square integrable functions over a finite interval and the three-dimensional Paley-Wiener
space of bandlimited functions. No other system of classical generalized orthogonal functions is known to possess this unique property. We illustrate how to apply the PSQWSs for
the quaternionic Fourier transform to analyze Slepian’s energy concentration problem. We
address all the above and explore some basic facts of the arising quaternionic function theory. To progress in this direction, we compute the PSQWSs restricted in frequency to the
unit sphere. The representation of these functions in terms of spherical monogenics (in the
sense of the generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator) are explicitly given, from which several
fundamental properties can be derived.
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In the applications part of this talk, we present some plot simulations that demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach.

Analysis of Doppler effect and Cherenkov radiation
in dispersive chiral metamaterial media
V LADIMIR R ABINOVITCH , H ECTOR O VIEDO -G ALDEANO , AND
R AUL C ASTILLO -P EREZ
Instituto Politecnico Nacional. Maestria en Telecomunicaciones, SEPI ESIME Zacatenco
vladimir.rabinovich@gmail.com, hoviedo@ipn.mx, rcastillo@ipn.mx

This job is an application of results of paper [2] applied to metamaterials. The study of
metamaterials grew rapidly in many fields of science, particularly in optics. A known, fundamental property of all waves is the phenomena called Doppler effect. In metamaterials
these phenomena become reversed and are known as “anomalous Doppler effect”. Another
interesting problem in metamaterials is the Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation. This is a electromagnetic radiation emitted when a charged particle passes through a dielectric medium at
a speed greater than the phase velocity of light in that medium. Following [2], using quaternionic analysis methods a representation for the fields generated by moving sources in the
form of double time-frequency oscillating integrals, we considered dispersive chiral metamaterial media . The main characteristics of metamaterials are ε(ω) < 0 and µ(ω) < 0 and as
a consequence, the wave number k(ω) < 0 means that the propagation vector k(ω) and the
Poynting vector S = E × H have opposite directions. Application of the two-dimensional
stationary phase method to the integral representation of the field leads to asymptotic formulas for the electromagnetic field for large λ > 0, and efficient formulas for the frequency
and the time, in dispersive chiral metamaterial media. As an application of the proposed
method, we consider the Doppler effect and the Vavilov–Cherenkov radiation. We consider
electromagnetic fields generated by modulated sources, moving in this kind of media.
[1] V. V. Kravchenko, Applied Quaternionic Analysis (Heldermann Verlag, Lemgo, 2003).
[2] V. V. Kravchenko, H. Oviedo-Galdeano, V. S. Rabinovich. “Electromagnetic Fields in
Dispersive Chiral Media Generated by Modulated Nonuniformly Moving Sources.” ISSN
1061-9208, Russian Journal of Mathematical Physics, Vol. 20, No. 1, 2013, pp. 39–55. 20
[3] M. A. Shubin, Pseudodifferential Operators and Spectral Theory (Second Edition, Springer,
Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, 2001).
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Inverse problems related with damped and
undamped vibrations of finite-dimensional systems
V YACHESLAV P IVOVARCHIK
Dep. of Algebra and Geometry, South-Ukrainian National Pedagogical University
(Odessa, Ukraine)
vpivovarchik@gmail.com

An inverse problem for undamped Stieltjes strings (weightless threads bearing a finite number of point masses) was solved in [1]. For a Stieltjes string damped at one end the inverse
problem was solved in [2]. The same equations occur if one considers longitudinal vibrations of point masses connected by springs [3] and also occur in the theory of synthesis of
electrical circuits, see [4, p. 129].
Boundary value problems on graphs consisting of Stieltjes strings are natural generalisations
of boundary value problems on a single interval and are often used in the theory of vibrations of nets [5], [6], [3]. Direct and inverse problems on a star graph were considered in [7]
without and in [8] with prescribed numbers of masses on the edges.
An inverse problem on a tree of Stieltjes strings was solved in [9] for the case of simple
eigenvalues.
In this work we consider a direct and an inverse problems generated by the equations of
small transverse vibrations of a plane graph of Stieltjes strings damped at the central vertex.
We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of complex numbers to be the spectrum
of such problem and give an algorithm of recovering the values of point masses and intervals
between them. Also we describe some related problems.
[1] F. P. Gantmacher, M. G. Krein, Oscillation matrices and kernels and small vibrations of
mechanical systems, AMS Chelsea Publ., Providence, RI, 2002
[2] K. Veselic, On linear vibrational systems with one-dimensional damping, Appl. Anal. 29
(1988), 1–18
[3] V. A. Marchenko, Introduction to inverse problems of spectral analysis (Russian), Akta, Kharkov,
2005
[4] E. A. Guillemin, Synthesis of Passive Networks. Theory and Methods Appropriate to the Realization and Approximation Problems, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1958
[5] J. Genin, J. S. Maybee, Mechanical vibration trees, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 45 (1974), 746–763
[6] G. Gladwell, Inverse Problems in Vibration, Kluwer Acad. Publ., Dordrecht, 2004
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[7] V. Pivovarchik, N. Rozhenko, C. Tretter, Dirichlet-Neumann inverse spectral problem for
a star graph of Stieltjes strings, Lin. Alg. Appl. 439 (2013), 2263–2292.
[8] V. Pivovarchik, C. Tretter, Location and multiples of eigenvalues for a star graph of Stieltjes strings, J. Difference Equ. Appl. 21 (2015), no. 5, 383–402
[9] V. Pivovarchik, Existence of a tree of Stieltjes strings corresponding to two given spectra,
J. Phys. A 42 (2009), 375213, 16 pp.

Spectral parameter power series for SturmLiouville problems with several parameters
R. M ICHAEL P ORTER
Departamento de Matemáticas, Cinvestav-IPN
mike@math.cinvestav.edu.mx

Consider the Sturm-Liouville equation (py 0 )0 (x) + q(x)y(x) = λ r(x)y(x). The well-known
SPPS representation consists of pair of “Spectral Parameter Power Series” of the form
∞
X

ck (x)λk

k=0

which represent linearly independent solutions to the differential equation, and facilitate
the treatment of a wide variety of initial-value, boundary-value and spectral problems. The
coefficients ck (x) are functions on the interval of definition of the equation.
Generalizing the above, we will show how to calculate explicit power series for a pair of
linearly independent solutions of a general multi-spectral-parameter equation (py 0 )0 (x) +
q(x) = (λ1 r1 (x) + · · · + λd rd (x))y(x), where λ1 , . . . , λd are real or complex. Similarly to the 1parameter SPPS situation, the coefficients are obtained recursively using indefinite integrals
involving the coefficients of lower degree.
In practice, multiparameter problems are often treated by fixing the values of all spectral
parameters save one, and using a single-parameter method. Then the values which were
fixed are perturbed slightly and the process is repeated. Our representation as a power
series in several variables eliminates the need to do this.
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Calderon’s inverse problem for circular inclusions
R EN É P OSADAS1 AND A NDR ÉS F RAGUELA2
FCFM, Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla
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We will study the solution of the Calderon’s Inverse Problem. It will be assumed that the
conductivity is piecewise constant and takes only two distinct positive values, taking a constant value in a circular inclusion D contained in the interior of a circular region Ω and another constant value in the complement of D. First we construct the Neumann-to-Dirichlet
operator in a explicit way and then we solve the inverse problem using this operator in a optimization problem looking for the parameters that characterize the circular inclusion; center
and radius.
In the methodology that we are developing we use the Neumann-to-Dirichlet operator in
order to obtain a relation between the Cauchy data in terms of the parameters of the inclusion. This relation characterizes the Cauchy data if there is no errors in the measures. We
call to this type of data: ”admissible data”. So the admissible data are the data that could be
reproduced with a circular inclusion. Then we use a subset of admissible data with convenient characteristics, using a priori information, in order that the inverse problem for data
measured with error be a well posed problem. In this case we take a subset of admissible
data such that the data has only a finite number of Fourier coeficients. Finally, we solve
the inverse problem for data measured with error using the convenient subset of admissible
data in a minimum distance problem.

On spectral properties and invertibility of
some operators of Mathematical Physics
V LADIMIR R ABINOVICH
Institúto Politécnico Nacionál, ESIME
vladimir.rabinovich@gmail.com

The main aim of the talk is the study of the Fredholm property, essential spectrum, and
invertibility of some operators of the Mathematical Physics, such that the Schrödinger and
Dirac operators with complex electric potentials, and Maxwell operators in inhomogeneous
absorbing at infinity media. This investigation is based on the limit operators method, and
the uniqueness continuation property for the operators under consideration.
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Modeling of wave propagation on graphs via laplacian matrices
R OGELIO R OCHA H ERN ÁNDEZ , M.S C . CANDIDATE
Escuela Superior de Fı́sica y Matemáticas, IPN, México
Rochtitlan@gmail.com

In this talk, we explain some properties of Laplacian matrices and provide examples of their
spectral decompositions; we also present a couple of new results for certain graph families.
After that, we exhibit how to solve the wave equation on graphs by means of its spectral
decomposition.
For a simple graph G on n vertices, its Laplacian matrix L is its degree diagonal matrix D
minus its adjacency matrix A. Matrix L is real symmetric, so it can be eigendecomposed as
L = QΛQT, where the columns of Q form an orthonormal basis for Rn , whereas Λ is the
diagonal matrix for eigenvalues λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λn of L. It is also known that L is positive
semi-definite; its row-sums are zero, hence the all-ones vector 1n is an eigenvector associated
to λ1 = 0; and λ2 measures how well connected the vertices are, in comparison with other
graphs that have equal number of vertices.
We then review the spectral decompositions of some graphs for which there are closed-form
expressions. After that, we explain how to build eigendecompositions of larger graph Laplacians in terms of decompositions of their parts; namely, Cartesian product and joint union.
Later on, we give partial results on spectral decomposition of graphs that are overlapped on
a vertex. These results can be deduced by standard tools of matrix theory, but apparently
have never been noticed to apply on Laplacian matrices.
Laplacian matrix arises naturally in numerical approximations of Laplacian operators on
continuous domains. Specifically, let f : [0, +∞) → Rn be both twice differentiable on
(0, +∞) and continuous at 0. Then the initial values problem
f 00 (t) = −σ 2 L f (t),

f (0) = x,

f 0 (0) = y,

models the displacement of a graph’s vertices caused by propagating elastic waves. The
main purpose of the talk is to explain how the spectral decomposition of the graph Laplacian
matrix solves the latter wave equation with initial conditions on the graph; the solution is
given by
√  !
n
X
p 
sin σ λk t
T
√
Q∗,k cos σ λk t x +
y Q∗,k .
f (t) = (yt + x)1n +
σ λk
k=2
This talk is based upon the speaker’s master’s thesis, which is supervised by professors
Eliseo Sarmiento Rosales and Egor Maximenko; and is partially supported by a CONACYT
scholarship and by IPN-SIP 20160733.
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Supersymmetric approach to the Korteweg-de Vries equation
O SCAR R OSAS -O RTIZ1 AND S ARA C RUZ Y C RUZ2
1
Physics Department, Cinvestav, AP 14-740, 07000 México DF, Mexico
2

UPIITA, Instituto Politécnico Nacional, Av. IPN 2580, C.P. 07340, México DF, Mexico
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2
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Assuming that the a given potential V (x) is a function of bounded support in R, we solve
the inverse problem associated with the Schrödinger equation
−ϕ00 (x) + V (x)ϕ(x) = Eϕ(x).
That is, proposing wave functions ϕ(x) that can be expressed in terms of a set of polynomials
of argument k (the wave-number), we determine the explicit form of the potentials V (x) that
admit such a set of solutions.
We show that these potentials form a λ-parameterized family of quantum supersymmetric partners Vλ (x) that are shape-invariant under translations generated by a properly constructed Lax operator.
Finally, we show that our potentials satisfy the modified Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation
−8κ20 λ(∂λ Vλ ) + (∂λ3 Vλ ) − 6Vλ (∂x Vλ ) = 0.
Thus, Vλ (x) represents a soliton-like wave that is parameterized by λ and propagates according to the KdV equation.

Third-order linear ODEs as ingredients in the solution
method of some nonlinear evolution equations
H ARET R OSU
DMAv, IPICyT
hcr@ipicyt.edu.mx

Third-order linear ODEs that can be further reduced to Ermakov equation play an important
role in obtaining solutions of some nonlinear evolution equations, such as the CamassaHolm, Degasperis-Procesi, and Kudryashov-Sinelschikov ones. We review this interesting
issue focussing mainly on the Camassa-Holm case.
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Transmutation operators for the perturbed Bessel
equation and analytic approximation of its solutions
J ESSICA Y UNIVER S ANTANA B EJARANO
Departamento de Matemáticas, Cinvestav del IPN, Querétaro, Qro., México
jsantana@math.cinvestav.mx

A method of approximation of solutions of the perturbed Bessel equation


1
l (l + 1)
00
+ q (x) u (x) = λu (x) , l ≥ − , x ∈ (0, b]
−Lu (x) := −u (x) +
x2
2

(1)

with q being a continuous complex valued function and λ an arbitrary complex constant,
based on its associated transmutation operators properties is presented.
The method consists in an approximate representation for regular solutions of (1) of the form
Z x
h
i
T dl+ 21 (x, λ) = dl+ 12 (x, λ) +
K (x, t) dl+ 21 (t, λ)dt,
0

where T is the operator studied in [4], K (x, t) is a continuous kernel and dl+ 21 (x, λ) :=
√ 
√
xJl+ 12
λx , with Jl+ 12 the Bessel fuction of first type.
It is shown that the integral kernel can be uniformly approximated by linear combinations
of polynomials solutions called generalized wave polynomials.
Theorem 1. For any ε > 0 there exist such N ∈ N and a0 , a1 , . . . , aN ∈ C that the inequality
|K (x, t) − KN (x, t)| ≤ ε,
PN
holds for all 0 ≤ x ≤ t ≤ b, where KN (x, t) := κ=0 aκ uκ (x, t) . In particular,
1
2

Z

x

q (s)ds −
0

N
X

aκ cκ (x) ≤ ε

κ=0

for all x ∈ [0, b].
We prove that for the approximate solution uN of (1) obtained via the approximate transmutation kernel the estimate
Z x
√
(L + λ) [uN (s)]ds ≤ 2ε x
0

is valid, independent of λ ∈ R which makes the method presented attractive for solving (1)
on large intervals with respect to λ.
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This is a joint work with Dr. Vladyslav Kravchenko and Dr. Sergii Torba.
[1] V. Volk, “ On inversion formulas for a differential equation with a singularity at x = 0”,
Usephi Matem. (N.S.) 8(4(56)) (1953) 141-151

Nonlinear Ehrenfest theorem
1

V. N. S ERKIN AND T. L. B ELYAEVA2
1
Benemerita Universidad Autonoma de Puebla, 72001 Puebla, Mexico
2
Universidad Autonoma del Estado de Mexico, 50000 Toluca, Estado de Mexico
1

vserkin@yahoo.com,

2

tbl@uaemex.mx

We present a nonlinear analogue of the Ehrenfest theorem [1], which defines a spatiotemporal evolution and the first and second moments of a wave packet propagated in nonlinear
media. We analyze the linear and nonlinear dynamics of the Gaussian wave packet with
varying parameters: amplitude, width, and phase governed by the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation (NLSE) with an external harmonic oscillator potential. We show that evolution of
nonlinear wave packet is in generally analogous to that of linear wave packets discovered
as early as 1926 and 1927 by Schrödinger and Kennard [2, 3] and actually known as coherent
and squeezed states. The discovery of these states appeared in many branches of modern
physics provides a striking example that prominent scientists were far ahead of their time.
The harmonic oscillator potential prevents the extension of the probability density location.
This property explains the name ”coherent state” given by Glauber [4] for a quantum description of coherent light sources with the advent of the era of laser and quantum optics.
Historically, the discovery of coherent states of a harmonic oscillator dates back to 1927,
when Kennard has found the solutions of the time-dependent SE, that minimize the Heisenberg uncertainty relation. He also obtained at the first time the solutions, which are now
well known as squeezed states. The nonlinear squeezed states are the general solutions of
the NLSE with the properties and behavior very similar to those of the linear SE: they interact elastically, but ”breathe” regenerating their varying widths and amplitudes. Using an
analogy with the Kennard squeezed states, we call these new quasi-solitons as squeezions
[5, 6].
[1] P. Ehrenfest, Z. Phys. 45, 455 (1927).
[2] E. Schrödinger, Nature 14, 664 (1926).
[3] E. H. Kennard, Zeitschrift für Physik. Bd, XLIV (1927).
[4] R. J. Glauber, Phys. Rev. Lett. 10, 84 (1963).
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[5] V. N. Serkin, A. Hasegawa, and T. L Belyaeva, Hidden Symmetry Reductions and the
Ablowitz–Kaup–Newell–Segur Hierarchies for Nonautonomous Solitons, in Odyssey of Light
in Nonlinear Optical Fibers: Theory and Applications, edited by K. Porsezian and R. Ganapathy,
CRC Press, Taylor.
[6] T. L. Belyaeva, C. A. Ramı́rez-Medina, and V. N. Serkin, Internet Electron. J. Nanoc.
Moletrón., 10 (2), 1859 (2012).

Riesz B–potentials with hyperbolic distance
E LINA S HISHKINA
Applied Mathematics, Informatics and Mechanics Faculty, Voronezh State University
ilina_dico@mail.ru
+
Let R+
n ={x=(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Rn , x1 >0, ..., xn >0}. We call a function defined on Rn to be even
with respect to xi , i = 1, ..., n if it can be extended on Rn as even with respect to xi function
preserving the considered class of functions.

We consider Riesz B-potential with Lorentz distance connected with generalized translation
operator in the following form
α
(I
f )(x) =
γ

Z
r

α−n−|γ|
2

(y)(T y f )(x)

n
Y

yiγi dy.

(1)

i=1

K+

In (1) γ=(γ1 , ..., γn ) is multi–index consisting of positive fixed real numbers γi , i=1, ..., n,
y
2
2
2
|γ|=γ1 +. . .+γn , n+|γ|−2<α<n+|γ|, further K + = {y∈R+
n : y1 ≥y2 +...+yn }, and (T f )(x)=
y1
yn
(Tx1 ...Txn f )(x) is multidimensional generalized translation. Each of the one–dimensional
generalized translations Txyii is defined for i=1, ..., n by the next formula (see [1], p. 122,
formula (5.19))
+
γ
The weighted Lγp (R+
n ) = Lp , p ≥ 1 space is the set of all functions from Rn to R which
are measurable and even with respect to each variable. Moreover, the integral ||f ||p,γ =
n
R
Q
|f (x)|p
xγi i dx is finite.
R+
n

i=1

Theorem 1. Let n + |γ| − 2 < α < n + |γ|, 1 ≤ p <

n+|γ|
α .

For the next estimate

α
||I
f ||q,γ ≤ Cn,γ,p ||f ||p,γ ,
γ

to be valid it is necessary and sufficient that q =
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n+|γ|−αp .
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[1] B. M. Levitan, , “Expansion in Fourier Series and Integrals with Bessel Functions”, Uspekhi Mat. Nauk, 1951, vol. 6, no. 2(42), pp. 102-143.

Electromagnetics of complex media:
an excursion to mathematical results
I OANNIS G. S TRATIS
Department of Mathematics,
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens,
Greece
istratis@math.uoa.gr

Already since the mid 1980s there is intensive research activity by applied physicists and
engineers in the study of complex media in Electromagnetics, especially due to their very
important technological applications. Since the mid 1990s, these issues attracted the attention of the applied mathematicians community and publications of rigorous mathematical
analysis of related problems started to appear; such results were soon multiplied so that this
research area now constitutes a discrete branch of Applied Mathematics.
We shall describe certain problems in this area, starting from modelling issues, and we shall
discuss different aspects and results of the mathematical theory, focussing mainly — but not
exclusively — on linear deterministic problems regarding Maxwell’s equations.

Fundamental laser modes in paraxial
optics through Riccati-Ermakov systems
E RWIN S UAZO
School of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences, The University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley
erwin.suazo@utrgv.edu

We study multi-parameter solutions of the inhomogeneous paraxial wave equation in a linear and quadratic approximation which include oscillating laser beams in a parabolic waveguide, spiral light beams, and other important families of propagation-invariant laser modes
in weakly varying media.
Acknowledgments: This work is in collaboration with Dr S. K. Suslov.
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Rarefaction waves of the Korteweg-de Vries
equation via nonlinear steepest descent
G ERALD T ESCHL
Faculty of Mathematics, University of Vienna
gerald.teschl@univie.ac.at

We apply the method of nonlinear steepest descent to compute the long-time asymptotics of
the Korteweg-de Vries equation with steplike initial data leading to a rarefaction wave. In
addition to the leading asymptotic we also compute the next term in the asymptotic expansion of the rarefaction wave, which was not known before. Based on joint work with Kyrylo
Andreiev (ILT Kharkov) Iryna Egorova (ILT Kharkov), and Till Luc Lange (Univ. Vienna).

Neumann series of Bessel functions representation for
regular solution of the perturbed Bessel equation
S ERGII M. T ORBA
Department of Mathematics, CINVESTAV del IPN, Mexico
storba@math.cinvestav.edu.mx

In the talk we show that the regular solution y` (ω, x) of a perturbed Bessel equation
−y 00 +

`(` + 1)
y + q(x)y = ω 2 y,
x2

x ∈ (0, b],

where q is a complex-valued continuous function and ` ≥ −1/2, possesses a representation
in the form of Neumann series of Bessel functions

∞
X
2`+1 Γ ` + 23
√ `
(−1)n βn (x)j2n (ωx),
y` (ω, x) =
xj` (ωx) +
πω
n=0
where jn denotes the spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order n. We present formulas and decay rate estimates for the coefficients βn and prove uniform error bounds for
truncated series.
Additionally we show how the derivative of the regular solution can be represented as a
Neumann series.
The talk is based on joint work with V. V. Kravchenko and R. Castillo-Pérez.
[1] R. Castillo-Pérez, V. V. Kravchenko and S. M. Torba, “A uniform with respect to the spectral parameter representation for solutions of perturbed Bessel equations”, to appear.
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Calculation of the transition matrix for
quantum waveguides with symmetric and
perturbed potentials applying the SPPS method
F RANCISCO E DUARDO U RBANO A LTAMIRANO1 AND V LADIMIR S.
R ABINOVICH2
1
UPIITA-IPN
2
Telecommunications Department, ESIME IPN
1

edurbano06@gmail.com,

2

vladimir.rabinovich@gmail.com

Over the past 30 years, research of electrical conductors has evolved from considering macroscopic objects to the study nano-physics objects. Nano-science deals with the creation and
manipulation of objects whose size in at least one dimension is less than 100 nanometer. We
consider the scattering of a particle inside a quantum waveguide (in other words quantum
wire) Π which is a structure with one degree of freedom with a presence of a defect inside
quantum wires and the corresponding effects in the scattering of a particle.
We analyze the electronic waves propagation in quantum waveguides is described by the
Dirichlet problem for the Schrödinger equation


∂2
~2
−∆x − 2 ) + V(x) + W(x, z)) u(x, z),
Hu(x, z) =
2m
∂z
x = Eu(x, z), (x, z) ∈ Π,
(1)
u |∂Π

=

0

(2).

where Π = Dx × Rz , Dx is a bounded domain in Rnx , x = (x1 , x2 ) , h is the Planck constant,
E is the complete energy of the particle, V(x) is a confinement potential in the transversal
direction, W (x, z) is the impurity potential.
We obtain the analytical expression for the solution u(x,z) and left and right transition matrices for the symmetric impurity potentials and its perturbations with the help of the SPPS
method.

Non-Linear Fourier transform using transmutation
operators and SPPS representations
V LADISLAV V. K RAVCHENKO1 , S ERGII M. T ORBA1 AND
U LISES V ELASCO -G ARC ÍA2
1
Cinvestav-Querétaro, México
2

ulisesv@math.cinvestav.mx
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In this talk we focus on the direct non-linear Fourier transform for the Non Linear Schrödinger Equation, which reduces to the study of the Zakharov-Shabat (Z-S) system [1,2,3] of the
form
 0 
 
v1
−iλ
q(x)
v1
=
,
v20
−q ∗ (x) iλ
v2
where v1,2 are unknown complex functions, λ is the spectral parameter, the complex function q(x) is the potential, ∗ is the complex conjugation and i is the imaginary unit. Since the
Z-S system reduces to Sturm-Liouville equations we show, under a few restrictions for the
potential, the spectral parameter power series [4] and the analytic approximation of transmutations operators [5] representations for the solutions of the Z-S system and the corresponding nonlinear Fourier coefficients. Finally we show numerical experiments, properties
and numerical advantages of each method.
[1] M. J. Ablowitz, H. Segur. Solitons and th Inverse Scattering Transform. 1st ed. Society for
industrial and applied mathematics (SIAM), 2000 .
[2] M. I. Yousefi, F. R. Kschischang. Information transmission using the nonlinear Fourier
transform, part I: Mathematical tools. Submitted to IEEE transactions on information theory.
ArXiv:1202.3653v2.
[3] J. K. Shaw. Mathematical principles of optical fiber communications. SIAM, May 1, 2004.
93 pages .
[4] V. V. Kravchenko, R. M. Porter. Spectral parameter power series for Sturm-Liouville
problems. Mathematical Methods in the Applied Sciences. Special Issue: Complex-Analytic
Methods. Volume 33, Issue 4, pages 459-468, 15 March 2010 .
[5] V. V. Kravchenko, S. M. Torba. Analytic approximation of transmutation opperators and
applications to highly accurate solution of spectral problems. Journal of Computational and
Applied Mathematics, Volume 275, February 2015, pages 1-26 .

Spectral parameter power series representation for
the regular solutions of perturbed Bessel equation
V ÍCTOR A LFONSO V ICENTE B EN ÍTEZ
Department of Applied Mathematics, Universidad del Istmo, Campus Tehuantepec
aphonse.benitez93@gmail.com
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In [1] a spectral parameter power series representation for the solutions of perturbed Bessel
equation


`(` + 1)
+
q(x)
y = λy, x ∈ (0, a], λ ∈ C,
(2)
−y 00 +
x2
was developed, where ` ≥ − 21 , q ∈ C(0, a], q ≥ 0 and q(x) = O(xα ) with α > −2. This is a
representation of the solutions by the form
y(λ, x) =

∞
X

λk ϕk (x).

(3)

k=0

The construction was developed by the assumption that there is a solution u0 for the case
λ = 0 wich does not have zeros on the interval (0, a].
In this talk, we presents an alternative construction that not dependent on the existence of
the solution u0 . The construction’s idea is based on that presented in [2]. It is shown how to
construct the representation for ` > 0 and a complex-valued potential q ∈ L1loc (0, a] bounded
on compact sets of (0, a] and satisfies the condition xq(x) ∈ L1 [0, a]. It is also proved that the
solution is unique in the sense that satisfies the asymptotic conditions
y(λ, x) ∼ x`+1 , x → 0+

(4)

y 0 (λ, x) ∼ (` + 1)x` , x → 0+ .

(5)

[1] R. Castillo-Perez, V. V. Kravchenko, S.M. Torba. Spectral parameter power series for perturbed
Bessel equation. Appl. Math. Comput. 220 (2013) 676-694. [2] F. Serier. The inverse spectral
problem for radial Schrödinger operators on [0, 1]. J. Differential Equations. 235 (2007) 101-126.

Trapped modes and scattering in
two-layer fluids under perturbations
P. Z HEVANDROV1 AND M. I. R OMERO R ODR ÍGUEZ2
Facultad de Ciencias Fı́sico-Matemáticas, Universidad Michoacana, Morelia, Mich.,
México
2
Universidad Militar “Nueva Granada”, Bogotá, Colombia
1
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pzhevand@umich.mx,

2

maria.romeror@unimilitar.edu.co

We present various results on the appearance of trapped modes (discrete or embedded in
the continuous spectrum) for different formulations of the problem of oblique waves in twolayer fluid (shallow water approximation, two layers under a rigid lid, and two layers with
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a free surface of the upper layer) under small perturbations (submerged thin cylinders or
obtrusions of small height on the channel bed). We obtain exact formulas for the frequencies of trapped modes in the form of convergent series in powers of the small parameter
characterizing the perturbation. We also present the solutions of the corresponding scattering problems and discuss the effect of resonances (poles of the analytic continuation of the
reflection and transmission coefficients).
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